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A re�der �f this paper's presump
tuous title might think an alternative
a little more palatable: "Change:
And Ca � The Physician Keep Up
,
_
With It? But to a medical educator
�t the crossroads of medicine, med
ical education, and medical science
�t is clear that our ancient profession
�s today undergoing vast changes in
its technology and science and in
its art and application. I n d e e d
changes are proceeding at a rate
faster than heretofore ever experi
enc:d by �hose physicians preceding
_ . Instead of trying to
us m me�1cm
:
prove this pomt by recounting all
the sweeping significant advances in
medicine and the medical sciences
�uring the past thirty years, I should
like to illustrate it by an analogy.

canon and, indeed,
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Recently I spoke before a group
of Christian theology students. What
they want :d was si �ilar to the pur
pose ?f this paper, 1.e. to provide an
?verview of medical education as it
IS toda r and to render a viewpoint
about Its future role in medicine
A long time ago :1e practice of
With a modest knowledge of th� medicine, we have
en led to be
Old and New Testaments I suggest lieve, was very ofter, he appli cati on
_
ed that what 1s happening today in
of empirical technfr •es I e a r n e d
medicine is perhaps no less revolu
laboriously either in , poorly organ
tionary than what would happen in
ized medical school ot in an extend
Christian theology, and thus to ed apprenticeship \v i t h a seni or
theologians the world over, if there physician. It was a erofession b ased
mddenly appea �ed an extraordinary on empiricism but :,casoned ge ner
number of scnptural writings, all ously with well-stretd1ed horse-sense
properly evaluated and documented
by competent ecclesiastical authori
*Associate Dean, Baylor University College
ties, to be added to the Biblical
of Medicine, The Texas Medical Center.
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and a real competency in human
relations, kindness, and patience.
Physicians may not have effected
many miracle-like cures, but they
were well respected and they served
people well. The character of the
man was important - it also is now
- but often in the practice of medi
cine there was more dependence
upon the man than upon his meth
ods. Today the situation frequently
appears to be the reverse - methods
in medicine are regarded as miracu lous and thus overshadow the char
acter and personality. of the man,
his former dominance and influence.
To many not familiar with it the
new scientific medicine is mysterious
and frightening, p e r h a p s e v e n
threatening. Years of escorting senior
alumni physicians through our mod
em medical school · facility have
witnessed reactions ranging from
wonderment, incredulity, and awe
to suspicion and distrust about the
whole enterprise and the future of
medicine. But what today's students
learn in a medical school is both
complex and fundamental. The
diagnostic and technical skills are
complicated, but there also is in
creased emphasis on learning to
know their patients as human be
ings. The process also is extraordi
narily expensive. Yet what is learned
may be so superficial and transitory
that it must be constantly relearned
not only in clinical education and
after receiving the M.D. degree but
also later in the years of continuous
practice. This is a difficult task and
may be a stressful hardship, even to
the best student. Obviously were
competence achieved within a few
anniversaries of graduatio n, all
AucusT, 1965

would be well. But, as all of us
know, the process of relearning what
we learned originally must ultimate
ly lead even to unlearning that
proved obsolete. For each of us this·
may be a painful process. In order
to progress and mature, it is essen
tial to learn and to apply in real
istic ways the new findings that
emerge from scientific investigations,
clinical research, and social study in
operation throughout our nation
today.
What then should be the content
of the medical school's curriculum?
Professors and deans worry a great
de. al about this question, and the
answer often seems to change with
tradition --shattering regularity. In
this connection, however, it is well
to recall that before 1940 the teach
ing in a medical school often was
excessively didactic and essentially
authoritarian. As a result students of
medicine often were not provided
. adequate opportunities to learn to
·think for themselves, for they were
busy memorizing countless details
designated essential by their faculty.
Unfortunately it was the kind of
authoritative system in which the
faculty did most of the thinking,
thereby resulting, I fear, in students
being systematically conditioned not
to think critically, nor to question
the empiric statements of their lec
turers, nor the validity of data,
whether it be scientific, medical,
economical, social, and so on.
Today the philosophy of medical
education is trying to emphasize
something substantially different.
Most medical educators now are
courageous and humble enough to
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admit the student being graduated
with an M.D. degree is not a fin
ished product. As a matter of fact
this excruciatingly painful fact is
impressed upon him throughout his
four years of medical training. Less
emphasis is given to non-essential
details, the significance of continuing
one's self-education throughout one's
lifelong career is repeatedly made
plain. There is emphasis on compre
hending fundamental concepts and
principles, on gaining a "big pic
ture" of medicine as purveyed at the
time and on the direction medical
research is taking in increasing and
expanding the knowledge of the day.
Therefore, the principal authoritari
an injunction made today is that
medicine shall be constantly re
assessed and criticized in light of
new achievements, and therefore
should be continuously up-dated.

guidance in further·
of his education.

this aspect

All this tends to c
for the kind
of medical students
1aps a little
different from those· mitted to a
medical school more
an 20 years
ago. Admissions c, nittees still
greatly respect the 1 :emic grades 1
earned in premedical
dy, but they
are wary of the she ·erm memo
rizer with excellent
J.des on his
transcript but who ,.as acquired
little or no educatio. 10r desire to
; process of
think critically, in
achieving a baccak <:ate degree.
Indeed, careful exam
tion of what
a student has done
,side the re
quirements of routiL classwork is
often more revealing .an the computation of the grad, on his transcript. The combinat 1 of curi03ity
and related critical
.::tors, a nd a
sense of compassion,
more signif
ican t now than ever ,fore. But it
.1 student in
is still important f
capacity to
medicine to have t
tciently and
organize his time
effectively; indeed a :ash of com
pulsiveness is as de.'. .tble as ev er.
Undue rigidity is so: �thing gener
ally feared; if obse1 d and documented in an applic 1t to medic al
school it is apt to :eigh heavily
against his admissi01,

Within limits of practicality and
individuality, a student is encour
aged to develop curiosity and some
creativity and to burnish them
through the pursuit of a special
study or the enrollment in elective
studies of his own choice. Contrary
to rumor the purpose is not to grad
uate a research physician but a phy
sician capable of thinking factually
and of evaluating reports of studies
pertaining to medicine and medical
practice. The typical student now
Medi cal educator., today more
spends his summer months either at and more de-empha�;/c the dida ctic
the medical school and its affiliated approach in educat1utt; the role of
hospitals or at one like it in this the lecture has beci, reduced, par
country, or abroad. The summer ticularly in the clinical years; indi
months, together with a day or a vidual patient relationships and
day and a half a week in the regular responsibilities have hcen increased.
academic year, are the student's own Clinical education more and more
time in which he can apply his own comprises clinical experiences not
.
initiative with faculty counsel and just in municipal "charity" hospitals
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and clinics but also in a wide va
riety of private and university hos
pitals and clinics. I n _ this regard
_
Diamond, in emphas1zmg the need
for greater continuity, and t?us
understanding too, between medical
education and medical practice, pro
pooes that through cooper�tive ad
ministrative efforts there be mcreased
academic extensions between med
ical schools and community hospitals
and thereby relate more private
practitioners to medical teaching and
to medical students.2 Thus it would
appear that the advice offered by a
French participant at the First
World Congress on Medical Educa
tion in 1953 has been widely adopt
ed: The results of "giving a lecture
may be illustrated by tossing a
bucketful of water on a substantial
pile of bottles - only a little water
gets in some. of the bottles."4 Not
too long ago it was not uncommon
for the faculty to lecture as though
the printing press were not yet in
vented; in fact I recall an occasional
professor so enamoured of himself
that he repeatedly read from a t�xt
he had written, even though his
students were required to buy . his
text. In this regard at least there
has been some improvement in
medical education. But compared to
such authoritarian figures in the
p ast, some may now be equally dis
commoded by the great quantity of
highly technical material of the
new medicine. Relatively few of us
soon-to-be-old-timers readily under-

stand, let alone pronounce some of
it. It makes some of us feel appre
hensive and insecure; and it is apt
to make us doubt its value in medi
cine as well as usefulness in medical
education. But doubts should not
overwhelm our pragmatism, nor pre
vent the adoption of successful new
techniques and methods even though
we may allow them to be performed
for us by others. Nevertheless it
makes us aware of the increasing
power and effectiveness of_ m�d.icine
and inevitably of our md1v1dual
ability to encompass and �mbra�e
effectively the whole of 1t. This
forces us thereby into the kind of
interrelationship of a personal char
acter often not necessary in the work
of our fathers in highly independent
practices very often in i�ol�ted � mall
communities. For now 1t 1s believed
necessary to specialize in order to
acquire competence in some ph�se
of medicine, or if not to specialize,
at least to depend upon specialized
services in order to achieve even a
3
generalist's level of competence.

Despite the ever-increasing com
plexity of medicine resulting in
irnproved quality of patient care and
in complex diagnostic and treatment
procedures heretofore n o t e v e n
thought possible, the price tag for
increased standards of care and
service has become of increasing
concern to its constant consumer,
the American citizen. The result has
been the development of a variety
of ways to provide protection against
the increasing costs of ordinary and
2Diamond, G.: Long-Range Alternative to
Socialized Medicine is Academic Medicine. catastrophic illness, thus health inJ. A. M. A. 190: 92, 1964.
•First World Conference on Medical Edu 3Ellis, J. R.': The Profession and The Peo
ple. ]. Med. Educ. 39: 7, 1964.
cation, 1953.
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sura�ce programs with escalating
pre�mms for benefits applicable
agamst the costs of hospitalization
l��ora�ory tests, treatment, and phy�
s1crans or surgeons' fees. But past
reluctance in some quarters of medi
cine to regard third party private
enterprise systems as useful may
have served to create the kind of
wi�espread concern leading to agi
tat10n for federal legislation to inter
pose itself into the medical cost
patient relationship. 0 b v i o u s 1 y
neither new proposals nor end re
sults can be clearly defined, but this
can be freely predicted: what we do
not solve, or are not willing to solve
ourselves, is likely to be solved by the
very public we serve, and by the
very citizenry licensing us to practice
our profession, paying a substantial
part of the cost of our education
and providing a lion's share of hos�
pita! facilities in which our art and
science are purveyed.
Relative to concepts to deliver
specializ:d diagnostic and therapeu
tic care m medicine, the President's
Commission on Heart Disease, Can cer, and Stroke, a committee of
distinguished and e x p e r i e n c e d
physicians, .has proposed the estab
lishment of regional treatment cen
ters that would be concerned with
today's chief causes of .death and
crippling disability.6 Early reactions
to the commission's recommenda
tions have ranged from unqualified
commendation and support to gross
antagonism and even threats here
6Report to the President: A National Program To Conquer Heart Disease, Cancer

and Stroke, The President's Commiss'on
on H_eart Disease, Cancer and Stroke.
Washington, D. C.: U. S. Government
Printing Office, 1964.
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organization and methoc
and the delivery of heah
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of improved
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The field of medica' lucation needs
to turn its attention ; he matter of
improved delivery of f :h service in
three ways. First, thos, 1 the field of
medical education them
'S need to de
studying how
vote greater attention
health care can best be
,·ided. Second,
they need to teach meC: l students and
young physicians to pn ie health care
in the ways that are mr effective medically and efficient econo1 1lly. Third, the
can contribute
medical school of the fu:
significantly to the healt · ·1eld by provid
ing the 'model' or 'demc 'ration' of ho11
health care can best be -1vered.
Schools of niedicine
,uld be ta king
the lead in studying the . vs medical care
is delivered to patient· ·Their concern
should be not only wn acute care but
also with preventive care 1d rehabilita tive
care. Their concern sho, cl be with com
prehensive family care ,,s well as with
specialty care. The u1,:versity-sponsored
medical school is in an unequalled p osition
to draw on the resource� of many disci
plines - medical practice', ('Conomics, busi
ness administration, sociology, psychology,

Thus the cauldron bubbles. Al
though the cauldron· need not be
surrounded by Macbeth's witches
chanting "double, double, toil aqd
trouble," one hopes, indeed prays,
that we can provide the scientific
and humane services modern medi
cine depends on in a progressively
more educated age, not only to our
patients of increasing enlightenment
but also to our patients in continu
ing poverty and medical indigency.
One hopes we can approach the
changes predicted for medicine,
medical education, and our profes
sion with intelligent factual analysis,
always remembering that medicine's
traditional claim is to render bene
volent service in the context of
Since the Association of American
up-to-date medical science and tech
Medical Colleges consists mainly of
nology. To regard ourselves as ser
the deans of the medical schools, it
vants not as masters should create
remains to be seen whether innova
no difficulty in adapting ourselves
tive proposals for a new spokesman
to the demands pl.aced upon us. But
for medicine w o u I d be widely
to fail to adapt may result in the
accepted. This aspect is discus�ed by
kind of hostile environment of soci
John Lear in his usual tart way in
a recent issue of Saturday Review.5 •. ety that can alter substantially our
long-held prerogatives and privileges
extended to us by society in the first
5Lear, J.: Who Shall Govern Medicine?
place.
Saturday Rev. 48: 39, 1965.

education, engineering and others - to
study the way· in which comprehensive
health care is provided.
The concept of medicine as a single
discipline concerned with only the restora
tion of individual health from the diseased
state should be replaced by the concept of
'health professions' working in concert to
maintain and increase the health of
society as well as the individual. The
physician, with his colleagues in public
health, nursing, pharmacy, dentistry, and
related professions, can no longer represent
the spectrum of service for promotion of
health. They must collaborate with social
scientists, economists, community planners,
anthropologists, social psychologists, en
gineers, and. a host of other disciplines to
provide for society the entire range of
available preventive a n d therapeutic
measures.I

1 Coggesha

ll, L. T.: Planning for Medical
Progress Through Education. Association
of American Medical Colleges, Evanston,
Ill., 1965.
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